When quantitative reasoning(QR) interventions share a common hypothesis or goal, a promising approach for evaluation involves integrating separate analyses through the use of meta-analysis. This paper reports an assessment of a module-based QR intervention distributed across 20 courses at a single institution. Topics and participating courses were diverse, including arts & humanities, quantitative behavioral sciences, and natural sciences & mathematics groupings, but all addressed the shared affective goals of reducing student QR self-doubt and increasing appreciation for QR value and utility. With a local framework to guide module development, we assess these outcomes using reliable self-report measures in a pre-post design for each course. Random effects meta-analysis for self-doubt outcomes reveals significant moderation by course grouping, with significant but modest-sized reductions for arts & humanities (M d = -0.27, CI 95% [-0.45, -0.08]) and quantitative behavioral sciences (M d = -0.24, CI 95% [-0.47, -0.01]) but not for natural sciences & mathematics (M d = 0.13, CI 95% [-0.06, 0.32]). Analysis of perceived utility outcomes reveals a significant overall increase without moderation, but again with a pattern of significant change for the arts & humanities (M d = 0.47, CI 95% [0.11, 0.84]) and quantitative behavioral sciences (M d = 0.29, CI 95% [0.02, 0.55]) but not for natural sciences & mathematics (M d = 0.12, CI 95% [-0.18, 0.42]). Overall, the meta-analyses reveals expected patterns that would have gone undetected in the underpowered (small N) individual course implementations. We discuss strengths and limitations of meta-analytic approaches to QR assessment, along with the potential value of such aggregated information for researchers, individual instructors, and institutions.
Introduction
Researchers contributing to this journal and related outlets develop a rich base of information on quantitative reasoning and quantitative literacy (QR/QL) interventions, including data on potential outcome measures and evidence of program effectiveness and impact. Many of these demonstrations necessarily occur in quite specific local environments, with published assessments often based on carefully scripted and controlled interventions implemented in single courses, departments, or institutions. Collecting multi-replication and multiinstitutional data from diverse samples (e.g., Sundre and Thelk 2010; Gaze et al. 2014; Follette et al. 2017 ) is one of several ways in which scholars establish the reliability and robustness of their findings and build confidence among prospective adopters.
Adopters frequently make subtle or even significant modifications when adapting interventions to new circumstances. Local conditions can vary in terms of intervention content, levels of instructor training and commitment, broader institutional requirements and culture, and between-course or between-institution differences in content, student populations and resources. These factors all raise the possibility that the success of evidence-based interventions might not always replicate. As a result, there is an important role for local, "adopter-specific" validation studies, as well as for aggregating information across diverse implementations. Demonstrated local effectiveness can be especially useful for motivating faculty to participate in and support QR/QL curricula. Moreover, such data can contribute to a larger body of evidence when findings are synthesized across multiple programs or institutions.
A methodological and analytical approach that holds particular promise in this regard is the use of meta-analysis (Borenstein et al. 2009; Cumming 2012) . This technique allows multiple interventions within a single institution, or replications across multiple institutions, to be evaluated by integrating them into an overall analysis. In doing so, the analysis determines the average size of effects, explores their degree of consistency across replications, and identifies potential moderator variables that might explain variation in outcomes.
Traditional null hypothesis significance testing tends to focus on dichotomous "yes/no" or "works/doesn't work" decisions for isolated studies (Cumming 2014 ). Yet this approach is particularly problematic for assessing effectiveness when, as is often the case, local adaptations have small sample sizes and thus low power. Meta-analysis instead shifts attention toward the magnitude and consistency of effects while also highlighting the role that factors such as sampling variability and statistical power might play in the apparent success or failure of individual replications (Maxwell et al. 2015) .
Meta-analysis is already well-established as a method of retrospectively synthesizing existing literature on a topic. However, increasing attention is being paid to its prospective usedesigning and assessing studies with the intention of a final meta-analytic synthesis (e.g., Open Science Collaboration 2015). Our goal in this paper is to introduce such a prospective use of meta-analysis in QR/QL assessment. Specifically, we illustrate a meta-analytic evaluation of a singleinstitution project consisting of "module" interventions implemented in 20 different courses at our small undergraduate liberal arts college.
We begin by describing our module program in more detail, including two new outcome measures serving as the primary focus of the assessment. Next, we discuss the potential benefits of a meta-analytic approach to data integration, emphasizing how this strategy might address significant research challenges experienced both within and between institutions. Following this step, we report the actual meta-analytic assessment of our QR module data and discuss implications for broader use of this technique in intervention development and program evaluation.
QR Module Interventions and Goals
A common theme throughout the literature on quantitative literacy pedagogy is the importance of distributing quantitative reasoning opportunities across the curriculum (Bressoud 2009; Hillyard 2012) . Ideally, these encounters occur both at the introductory level and at more advanced levels through general education programs and through disciplinary experiences within majors. Educators have specifically explored the potential benefits of smaller, targeted QR experiences embedded within diverse offerings. Whether in the form of distributed topics and activities over a term or through more narrowly circumscribed assignments or "modules" (cf. Wenner et al. 2009; Steele and Kilic-Bahi 2010; Vachar and Lardner 2010) , these targeted activities are designed to provide highly contextualized opportunities for students to develop QR skills and to appreciate their value in answering questions of interest.
One advantage of module approaches is that they can be adapted to a broad range of course structures and content; they represent critical learning opportunities in which empirical and numerical analysis help illuminate and/or apply the subject matter, whatever it might be. A related advantage is that such flexibility creates a more inviting framework for participating faculty than one might achieve through a specific, fixed curriculum that would have to be adopted by all instructors.
Focusing on this approach, and with grant support from the Teagle Foundation, Willamette University agreed to pilot 20 different course modules to infuse aspects of quantitative reasoning across its undergraduate curriculum. The university's general education program already included a two-course requirement in the area of quantitative and analytical reasoning-a requirement relying heavily on traditional course offerings in mathematics and statistics. The module offerings were construed as something to complement and augment such experiences by providing additional contextualized, "modest-dosage" experiences across the curriculum.
Particular courses and participating instructors were not selected prior to our grant submission, but the proposal committed to having roughly half of the 20 modules be developed in courses for which QR activities were not typically central aspects of the curriculum. For planning purposes, instructors consulted with the campus Quantitative Understanding, Analysis, and Design (QUAD) Centera statistics and research-methods support center that serves students and faculty at all levels from general education to senior thesis and publicationoriented work. Participating faculty self-referred and/or were invited by the first author (the QUAD Center director at the time), with an eye toward broad disciplinary and course-level representation. Instructors chose which one of their courses to include, with projects designed to complement and supplement existing syllabi rather than fundamentally alter course structure.
Modules ranged from targeted projects that could be completed over the course of a week or two to projects spread over the entire term. 1 For example, a history course that normally includes original writings of the Roman architect Vitruvius developed a project in which students receive a guest lecture on understanding ratios and proportions. Readings and instruction highlighted their role in Greek and Roman notions of ideal structures. Students then had to construct a "blueprint" for their own temple design that illustrated the application of the Vitruvius readings and the relevant quantitative principles (cf. Diefenderfer 2012) . A QUAD Center undergraduate assistant trained in the relevant course readings worked with students to help them understand the quantitative aspects of the readings and the design assignment. In contrast, for an introductory biology course, the QUAD Center helped develop custom software tutorial videos to aid students with analysis and formal reporting skills for several existing lab projects spread over the course of the term.
Considerable debate and overlapping terminology regarding the constructs of quantitative reasoning (QR) and quantitative literacy (QL) are found in the literature (Karaali et al. 2016) . Drawing on the long history and diversity of perspectives in the field, the QUAD Center attempted to develop a local framework tied to our institutional concerns that would have sufficient detail to guide discussion of possible projects for modules. The core elements-conceptualizing quantitative literacy as conducting, deploying, and embracing quantitative reasoning-are organized according to what we came to refer to by the "C 3 D 3 E 3 " mnemonic. Our working definitions and the associated QR/QL framework are described in Table 1 .  EFFICACY or a sense of self-confidence in dealing with quantitative information  ENGAGEMENT and use of C 3 D 3 skills in spontaneous ways when appropriate  ENDORSEMENT of quantitative reasoning, recognizing its value and its limitations Note: This framework served as a heuristic tool for meeting with instructors and developing modules. Module elements focused on individual instructor preferences and emphasized only selected aspects of the framework. Assessment measures for the research discussed here focused on the efficacy and endorsement elements.
Modules did not need to address all aspects of the framework; the aim was to target whatever element or elements individual instructors felt best fit with their curricular and disciplinary goals. This decision meant that specific skills and outcomes would vary widely across classes and would be evaluated through normal graded assignments. The common elements across all modules, however, were the affective goals tied to having students embrace quantitative reasoning more broadly (cf. Wilkins 2000; Rheinlander and Wallace 2011). Specifically, regardless of content or skill focus, the goals of each module were to help students (1) develop a stronger sense of subjective comfort or positive affect when contemplating quantitative issues and (2) better appreciate the potential value of quantitative analysis generally. These goals were specifically linked to the "efficacy" and "endorsement" elements in our C 3 D 3 E 3 framework, with outcomes assessed through a pair of locally validated self-report measures administered early and late in each course as part of a pre-post design. 2 The interventions focused on these belief elements within our notion of embracing QR but did not attempt to assess the more behavioral "engagement" element, which-given our framework-would likely have involved novel post-intervention QR performance measures that were somewhat idiosyncratic to specific module topics and not yet validated.
A Meta-analytic Approach to Assessment
Although we had the benefit of using the same outcome measures in each module, it is often the case that QR initiatives differ both in the interventions themselves and the outcome measures used. For example, independent researchers interested in the impact of software usage on math anxiety might use one type of homework and software in a calculus course but a different type of homework and software-and perhaps a more focused measure of statistics anxiety-in a statistics course. Such projects might be carried out at the same institution or at different ones but nevertheless share an underlying research question that could be addressed by combining separate study effects rather than by pooling individual level data.
Meta-analysis is an analytic technique designed for such circumstances, using the results or "effects" found in some set of studies as the raw data for additional analysis, rather than pooling the original data from those studies and reanalyzing it collectively. The basic logic behind meta-analysis is that tests of the same or similar hypotheses can yield effect sizes of different magnitudes for a host of reasons (Borenstein et al. 2009; Cumming 2012) . Individual studies test distinct participant populations with samples of varying size and under conditions that differ in numerous ways. Thus, although some of the variation in effect sizes from study to study might reflect normal sampling variability, some variation might also reflect differences due to specifiable conditions or study features-attributes that can be coded and incorporated into the meta-analysis as moderator variables. In estimating overall average effect sizes, confidence intervals around those estimates, and differences between average effect sizes for different categories of studies, a meta-analysis shifts the focus toward the magnitude of effects and not 2 Our goal was to encourage wide participation by individual instructors as part of an institutional intervention rather than to conduct experimental investigations of each module. Because instructors were typically teaching only one section of the relevant course, we did not pursue a non-equivalent control design for each class. The usual limitations of simple pre-post designs do constrain our conclusions, and we take up this issue in the discussion section. just their "significance," while also drawing attention to the replicability and generality of findings.
Meta-analysis has become a widely embraced technique for integrating a diverse, existing research literature on a given topic or hypothesis, including fields as varied as biomedical research, ecology, education, psychology, criminology, and business (Borenstein et al. 2009 ). In most cases, meta-analysts carefully search the published and unpublished literature based upon their inclusion criteria, capitalizing on whatever work happens to have been completed by interested parties and made available for analysis. The analysts do not determine what studies are done but instead gather those appearing relevant and then code them for a range of attributes that might account for differences in reported effects.
What is perhaps less commonly appreciated, however, is the fact that metaanalysis can be considered prospectively as a framework for integrating a planned-as opposed to merely "available"-set of studies (e.g., Klein et al. 2014; Open Science Collaboration 2015) . For example, Cumming (2014) and Maner (2014) have noted the potential benefits of conducting a meta-analysis on the different studies that might appear within a single, multi-study/replication paper. Such approaches, sometimes referred to as mini meta-analyses or internal meta-analyses (Goh et al. 2016; Ueno et al. 2016) , provide a means of obtaining estimates of effects less subject to single-study sampling variability. Indeed, a set of studies which find similar but statistically nonsignificant effects can yield an unambiguous and statistically significant finding when integrated metaanalytically.
It is this application of meta-analysis to a planned set of studies-within a single school or across multiple schools and sites-that this paper seeks to illustrate as a tool for QR researchers. In a sense, all the relevant studies for inclusion are known and need not be retrieved from a broader and often unpublished, difficult-to-access literature. This practice is possible even when the studies are based on relatively small-N, single-class interventions and include differences (e.g., in course subject matter or syllabi) that would preclude an analysis that simply collapsed raw data into a single, larger data set.
Meta-analysis is not a panacea, and we discuss certain limitations in more detail in the context of our reported module intervention findings. In general, however, a meta-analysis reflects the limitations of the constituent studies. For example, aggregating a large number of pre-post studies does not alter the limitation inherent in the lack of randomly assigned control groups. Moreover, to the extent that the moderator variables explored are non-randomized features of the studies themselves (e.g., the disciplines of participating classes), then any evidence of differing effect sizes for different groupings of studies would have to be interpreted in correlational terms.
Despite such limitations, meta-analysis is a technique well-suited to evaluating certain outcomes for QR interventions. To illustrate its potential value, we report here the meta-analysis we conducted for our 20-course QR module intervention. We begin with a brief description of the design and the psychometric characteristics of the mathematics self-doubt and perceived utility measures used to assess outcomes. We then report results by first addressing the possibility of participant attrition effects in our pre-post design. Next we report on the reliability evidence for outcome measures in the present samples. Finally we report on the meta-analytic findings themselves, including a moderator variable analysis based on a broad disciplinary classification of the participating courses.
Method

Participants and Course Implementation
Undergraduate liberal arts faculty members at our small, private university developed new QR modules in their courses. From three to five new one-term offerings were developed and implemented each semester over a period of five semesters for a total of 20 interventions. Final samples for each of the course/QR module interventions reflected students who completed both the pre-and posttest measures of QR-related beliefs. These n's ranged from 5 to 35, yielding a combined total of N = 349. Additional cases in each class were excluded because matchable posttest scores were not available for some students ("noncompleters"). In the Results section, we report data comparing completers and non-completers to assess the possibility of selective attrition effects.
As noted above, participating instructors worked with the campus QUAD Center to develop a QR intervention that complemented their existing courses. The specific content and timeline of the projects/modules varied based on course topic and instructor interest, but all reflected the primary goals of embedding QR into the courses in new and interesting ways that might reduce mathematics selfdoubt and enhance the perceived usefulness of quantitative analysis.
Concerns specific to conducting internal or "mini" meta-analyses include the possibility that studies might be selectively omitted or that new studies might be added only until a particular statistical result is achieved (Goh et al. 2016; Ueno et al. 2016 ). In the present analysis, all 20 interventions funded by the grant were included, without regard to individual or cumulative effect sizes. Only one instructor participated more than once, but in topically distinct offerings.
Participating courses included classes at all levels and were distributed across arts & humanities (9), quantitative behavioral sciences (5), and natural sciences & mathematics (6). This classification scheme was developed through independent, program-specific criteria based on the course content and the home department's curriculum. For example, all courses in the latter two categories were offered and taught by faculty within departments that have formal mathematics/statistics and quantitative design requirements for majors; the other 9 courses came from major programs structured without any such requirement. Classification, department, course level, and sample size for each included course is reported in Table 2 . 
Affective Outcome Measures
There were no specific, objective quantitative skills common to or measured across all modules. Instead, consistent with our goals, our assessment relied on two locally developed and pretested self-report measures of general comfort/discomfort with thinking numerically and belief in the utility of quantitative information. We refer to these here as the Brief Mathematics Self-Doubt (BMSD) scale and the Preference for Numerical Information-Utility (PNIU) scale, respectively. In each participating class, students completed the BMSD and the PNIU during regular class periods early in the semester and again near the end of the semester (see footnote 2). To minimize experimenter demand effects, assessments made no mention of the module-related course activities prior to completion of these measures and relied only on student-generated anonymous codes for identification. Given the uniqueness of these measures, we briefly review preliminary reliability and validity data below. The Brief Mathematics Self-Doubt scale (BMSD; Friedrich 2010) is an eight item self-report measure constructed by adapting the wording of a more general trait self-doubt scale (Oleson et al. 2000) . The wording of the original scale's self-doubt items avoided specific references to academic course performance or test anxiety and instead focused on broader positive/negative reactions or "comfort" in dealing with situations. The BMSD's adapted items (see Table 3 ) use minimal rephrasing to focus them on quantitative issues. For example, the original wording in the following item was supplemented with quantitative wording [in brackets]: "When engaged in an important task [involving quantitative reasoning], most of my thoughts turn to bad things that might happen (e.g., failing) rather than to good things." Item agreement/endorsement on the BMSD is indicated on a 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree) scale and averaged across items after reversing oppositely-keyed items for scoring. High scores indicate higher self-doubt or discomfort with respect to quantitative thinking. Table 3 Brief Mathematics Self-Doubt (BMSD) Scale 1) When engaged in an important task involving quantitative reasoning, most of my thoughts turn to bad things that might happen (e.g., failing) rather than to good things. 2) For me, with math problems the emotional impact of avoiding failure (e.g., sense of relief) is greater than the emotional impact of achieving success (e.g., joy, pride). 3) More often than not I feel unsure of my mathematical abilities. 4) I sometimes find myself wondering if I have the ability to succeed at important activities if they involve numerical analysis. 5) I wish that I felt more certain of my strengths in understanding statistical information. 6) As I begin an important activity involving quantitative information, I usually feel confident in my ability. 7) Sometimes I feel that I don't know why I have succeeded at a quantitative task. 8) As I begin an important activity involving numerical information, I usually feel confident in a successful outcome. Note: Items are adapted from Oleson et al. (2000) . Item responses are on a 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree) scale. Total score is computed as the average across items after reverse scoring items 6 and 8.
The BMSD has shown promising reliability and validity in previous work. In an introductory psychology population (Friedrich et al. 2013) , the BMSD demonstrated high internal consistency (Cronbach alpha = 0.90) and expected moderate negative correlations with measures of preference for analytical thinking (r = -0.48; scale from Bartels [2006] ), basic numeracy (r = -0.37; scale from Lipkus et al. [2001] ), and self-reported SAT-Quantitative Reasoning scores (r = -0.48), while showing appropriate discriminant validity with respect to SAT-Critical Reading scores (r = 0.02). Friedrich et al. (2013) also found that lower BMSD scores were significantly associated with better recall of experimentally presented drug risk information. In a separate study (Friedrich 2010) , among women who saw a breast cancer drug portrayed favorably in an advertisement but accompanied by unfavorable clinical trial statistics, lower self-doubt scores were associated with lower effectiveness ratings (i.e., ratings more consistent with the clinical trial evidence).
What we have labeled the PNIU scale-our separate measure of the perceived usefulness of numerical information-consists of eight contentappropriate items drawn from the broader Preference for Numerical Information (PNI) scale (Viswanathan 1993; items 4, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16, and 18) . Agreement with statements such as "Numerical information is very useful in everyday life" and "Numbers are not necessary for most situations" (reverse keyed) is indicated on a 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree) scale and averaged across items after reversing some for scoring. High scores on the PNIU indicate greater perceived usefulness of numerical information.
The PNIU showed high internal consistency in local pilot work with introductory psychology students (Cronbach alpha = 0.81) and an expected significant but moderate negative correlation with BMSD scores (r = -0.36)-a correlation subsequently replicating at r = -0.52 (Friedrich et al. 2013) . It is worth noting that Gaze et al. (2014) employed a subset of five of these same items (accessed through independent sources) as a similar measure in validating their Quantitative Literacy and Reasoning Assessment (QLRA). In a much larger and heterogeneous sample, they observed a Cronbach alpha = 0.75 for their five-item scale and a significant correlation of r = 0.37 with their objective measure of QR performance.
It is important to note that the BMSD and PNIU were not included as simple proxies for quantitative skill. Although it is unsurprising that people reporting low self-doubt and people reporting high perceived utility tend to score higher on objective performance measures, the correlations are modest and the constructs being measured are not interchangeable. Individuals with objectively strong quantitative skills, for example, may nevertheless avoid engaging them because they find quantitative thinking distressing or see it as "not being worth the effort." In addition, individuals who experience discomfort when thinking quantitatively may nevertheless recognize the utility of their own (or others') rigorous quantitative analysis. Our assessment interest was in these elements of self-doubt and perceived utility-beliefs that might bear upon motivation to engage in QR.
Results
Individual study statistics, including confidence intervals on individual effect sizes, are included in the meta-analysis forest plots shown in Figures 1 and 2 . Studies are grouped by category (see Table 2 ) and ordered by effect size. Given the two-mean, pre-post nature of each course's design, the reported meta-analyses adopt "dZ" as the effect size measure (Lakens 2013) , where the difference in means is standardized by the standard deviation of individual change scores. 3
Conventional guidelines suggest values of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 as benchmarks for small, medium, and large effects, respectively.
In the following sections, we report results separately for the mathematics self-doubt measure (BMSD, for which negative change and dZ values indicate a reduction in self-doubt) and the utility of numerical information measure (PNIU, for which positive change and dZ values indicate an increase in perceived utility). We first explore possible participant attrition effects, then assess reliabilities for the outcome measures in the present samples, and finally report on the overall meta-analyses with course category as a moderator variable.
Exploring Potential Non-completion Effects
Due to normal add/drop changes, withdrawals, and absences at the time of posttesting, it is possible that the samples for the meta-analysis reflect selective attrition based on QR-related factors. To explore this possibility, we compared the BMSD and PNIU pretest scores of those who, for whatever reason, did not complete posttesting to those who did, and thus are included in the final matchedsample effect sizes. An initial comparison between completers' and noncompleters' BMSD and PNIU scores done separately for each course (in cases having the requisite two or more non-completers for analysis) revealed no significant differences, but such small-N comparisons are severely underpowered.
Aggregating across all 20 courses, the difference between BMSD scores for completers (M = 3.33, n = 349) and non-completers (M = 3.29, n = 134) did not approach significance: t(481) = 0.41, p = 0.68. The difference in PNIU scores between completers (M = 4.28, n = 349) and non-completers (M = 4.29, n = 137) also failed to approach significance: t(484) = -0.15, p = 0.88. Separate comparisons of completers and non-completers grouped within each of the three broad course classifications also failed to show significant differences on either measure (all ps > 0.4). Thus, even with relatively high-powered comparisons, there was no evidence to indicate selective attrition occurred as a function of pretest scores on the outcome variables of interest.
Outcome Measure Reliability
Effect sizes can be substantially underestimated in the presence of measurement error. Cronbach alpha measures of internal consistency were calculated separately for each course and-given that small sample estimates are unstable-also for the overall sample of completers at both pretest and posttest. For BMSD pretest scores, the median course-based alpha value was 0.88, and the combined-samples alpha was 0.87 (N =349). For BMSD posttest scores, alphas were 0.89 and 0.89, respectively. For PNIU pretest scores, the median course-based alpha value was 0.81, and the combined-samples alpha was also 0.81 (N = 348). For PNIU posttest scores, alphas were 0.83 and 0.84 respectively. Thus, these measures showed high internal consistency reliability both early and late in the semester.
Because interventions target underlying constructs, and individuals might respond differently to any given intervention, one would expect test-retest correlations to be somewhat lower. Nevertheless, they capture consistency in people's relative standing in scores over time. For the BMSD, the median coursebased pre-post correlation was 0.81, with a combined sample pre-post correlation of 0.78 (N = 349). For the PNIU, the respective values were 0.67 and 0.72 (N = 349). Thus, independent of any shift in pre-post averages, both measures reflected substantial temporal consistency in relative standing. 4
Meta-analyses and Tests of Moderation
Separate meta-analyses were conducted for the set of BMSD effects (see Fig. 1 ) and the set of PNIU effects (see Fig. 2 ). The figures include test statistics and effect size confidence intervals both for individual courses and for the metaanalytic aggregates. A critical decision involves whether to pursue a "fixed effects" or a "random effects" analysis (Borenstein et al. 2009 ). Because each module intervention was quite different and because the courses were diverse in terms of discipline, we had reason to believe that the true population effect size underlying each sample effect would not be a single, fixed value as assumed in a fixed effect analysis but would instead vary-for example, by disciplinary category-as assumed in a random effects analysis. Thus, on theoretical grounds, we believed that a random effects model would be most appropriate analysis here. For completeness, however, we report the outcome for an initial fixed effect analysis along with the full random effects analysis.
In each case, the dz measures of standardized differences in pre and post means were subjected to an initial fixed effect meta-analysis, which also yields a test for heterogeneity using the Q statistic. A significant Q value indicates greater variability in individual study effects than one would expect under the single or "fixed" population effect null hypothesis, suggesting the potential influence of a moderator variable. The I 2 statistic indicates the percentage of variation in observed study effect sizes that is likely attributable to differences in true effect sizes, with rough benchmark values of <25% for low, 25-50% for moderate, and >50% for large values (Borenstein et al. 2009 ). We then report the preferred random effects meta-analysis that allows for variability in true effect sizes. A random effects analysis also allows one to explore the influence of moderator 4 As expected, BMSD and PNIU scores for the full sample of completers were moderately negatively correlated with each other at both pretesting, r = -0.35, and at posttesting, r = -0.41 (ps < 0.001). Given the high reliabilities of the measures, these moderate values suggest that meaningfully related but non-redundant constructs are being assessed by the self-doubt and perceived utility scales. variables-specifically the disciplinary course group categories in the present data set-in accounting for effect size heterogeneity. All analyses were performed using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (CMA) Version 2 (Borenstein et al. 2005) . 5 Self-Doubt (BMSD) Effects. An initial fixed effects analysis yielded significant heterogeneity, with Q(19) = 30.11, p = 0.05, and I 2 = 36.9%. The random effects analysis yielded a non-significant overall mean effect size of Md = -0.12, Z = -1.71, p = 0.09, CI95% [-0.26, +0.02] . A subsequent meta-analysis incorporating course group as a moderator tested for the presence of subgroup differences and estimated mean effect sizes within each subgroup according to a random effects model using a pooled variance term (see Borenstein et al. 2009 ). The effect of the course group moderator was significant-Q(2) = 10.09, p = 0.006-with arts & humanities and behavioral sciences average effects revealed as different from the effect size for the natural sciences & mathematics group.
Analysis of Brief Mathematics
Recalling that a drop in mathematics self-doubt over time would appear as a negative dZ value, the weighted mean effect for the five behavioral science courses was Md = -0.24, Z = -2.07, p = 0.04, CI95% [-0.47, -0.01] . Similarly, the weighted mean effect for the nine arts & humanities courses was Md = -0.27, Z = -2.85, p = 0.004, CI95%[-0.45, -0.08]. In contrast to this self-doubt reduction, the weighted mean effect for the six natural sciences & mathematics courses was a positive but non-significant Md = 0.13, Z = 1.33, p = 0.18, CI95%[-0.06, +0.32]. Thus, the modest and non-significant mean dZ value of -0.12 observed across the 20 studies reflected the negative (self-doubt reduction) effects associated with the arts & humanities and behavioral sciences groups along with the non-significant positive effect (increase) observed for the natural sciences & mathematics group.
Analysis of Preference for Numerical Information-Utility (PNIU) Effects.
A parallel series of analyses performed on the set of PNIU effects once again yielded significant heterogeneity, with Q(19) = 43.51, p = 0.001, and I 2 = 56.33%. An increase over time in the perceived usefulness of numerical information is reflected in a positive dZ value, and the random effects meta-analysis for the 20 studies yielded a significant overall mean effect size of Md = 0.27, Z = 3.10, p = 0.002, CI95%[0.10, 0.44]. Following the same approach as with the BMSD effects, a meta-analysis incorporating course group as a moderator did not reveal significant differences between the subgroup Md values, with Q(2) = 2.14, p = 0.34. Examination of mean effect sizes for subgroups is nevertheless informative. The weighted mean effect for the five behavioral science courses was Md = 0.47, Z = 2.53, p = 0.01, CI95%[0.11, 0.84]. The weighted mean effect for the nine arts & humanities courses was also positive and significant, with Md = 0.29, Z = 2.12, p = 0.03, CI95%[0.02, 0.55]. Finally, the weighted mean effect for the six natural sciences & mathematics courses was positive but did not approach significance, with Md = 0.12, Z = 0.77, p = 0.44, CI95% [-0.18, +0.42] . The absence of a significant Q value for the moderator indicates the current data cannot rule out chance-level differences between the mean effects for the subgroups, and thus the between-study heterogeneity does not appear to be readily explained by course grouping. Nevertheless, it is consistent with the BMSD analysis that significant (now positive) shifts in perceived usefulness of quantitative reasoning were seen for both the behavioral sciences and the art & humanities groups, but not for the natural sciences & mathematics group.
Discussion
In this assessment study, we focused on a diverse array of QR module interventions at a single institution, investigating their implementation in 20 distinct courses. In designing the modules, we worked within a framework of quantitative literacy that, among other elements, emphasized beliefs "embracing" quantitative reasoning (see Table 1 ). This led us to focus specifically on students' beginning-to-end-of-term changes in both subjective comfort with quantitative thinking (BMSD scores) and belief in its utility (PNIU scores). Actual quantitative skills are of course essential to effective QR, but such skills may not be used effectively when people find such thinking to be unpleasant or fail to view quantitative information as potentially useful and worth the processing effort (Rheinlander and Wallace 2011) .
Both the BMSD and PNIU scales demonstrated strong psychometric qualities, consistent with past work. We integrated their effect sizes across the 20 course interventions and explored the potential moderating role of subject area via random effects meta-analysis. A standardized mean difference (dZ) value of 0.2 is generally considered a small effect, with 0.5 considered medium sized. By this rule of thumb, our average effects were modest but in expected directions. The significant, average effect sizes for BMSD and PNIU changes for arts & humanities courses indicated a reduction in self-doubt (Md = -0.27) and an increase in perceived usefulness (Md = 0.29). Significant mean effect sizes were also observed for the quantitative behavioral sciences courses, with Md = -0.24 for the self-doubt measure and Md = 0.47 for the perceived utility measure. It was only in the natural sciences & mathematics group of courses that mean effect sizes failed to reach significance, with Md = 0.13 for the BMSD and Md = 0.12 for the PNIU.
Limitations to Meta-analytic Integration
There are, of course, a number of important limitations to consider. Some are specific to meta-analysis as an approach, and others are common challenges facing educators implementing and assessing programs such as the one we describe. For example, all of the studies incorporated in our meta-analysis were simple pre-/posttest designs, and such studies are ill-suited to making strong causal claims about the effects of each individual module. However, when QR and similar curricular interventions are adapted from other models and implemented by practitioners, it is not always the case (and, one might argue, actually seldom the case) that each attempt is evaluated as a randomized clinical trial.
In the module intervention presented here, we were concerned primarily with collecting data in ways that were minimally intrusive for instructors and that held at least the potential for identifying positive changes. Our assessment goal was to determine whether things appeared to be moving in the desired direction-a sign that the interventions might be a plausible source of change. The fact that we could not attribute positive changes to the selective attrition of students with initially higher self-doubt or lower perceived utility scores rules out certain confounds, but it is worth noting that we did not have fine-grained information on the reasons for non-completion. Individuals might have dropped after pre-testing but before the intervention, dropped after the intervention and possibly in response to the QR focus, or simply missed class on the date of the posttesting. These are concerns for future researchers to consider, but we did not find specific evidence to suggest that incomplete data for students varied as a function of scores on the outcome measures in ways that might unfairly favor our hypotheses.
The additional fact that beliefs changed in theoretically meaningful ways as a function of course category strengthens our conclusions in other ways. Nevertheless, these findings do not rule out other alternative accounts. For example, it is obviously the case that additional, non-module content was included in every course and that students were taking a host of other courses concurrently-both factors that could have influenced the observed changes. We also note here that we subsequently discovered 23 students (out of N= 349 completers) who had at some point participated in two module courses in different semesters over the five-year span of the intervention. Such a small and dispersed percentage of repeat participants would do very little to impact the presumed statistical independence of the effect sizes being integrated in the meta-analysis, but non-independence of samples is certainly a factor to keep in mind when there are multiple interventions at a single institution. For these few students, it seems likely that QR experiences before the second module course-whether from the prior module experience or through other coursework-would have pushed them closer to a ceiling in terms of scores and thus worked to limit the change expected by the intervention. While causality is uncertain in our design, a consistent absence of change for the sample as a whole would have raised legitimate concerns about the potential of our module program.
The broader point is that meta-analysis is not a panacea for addressing all limitations in the constituent studies. Non-causal designs yield meta-analytic findings that are themselves non-causal in their interpretation. This caution is especially important when considering moderator variables. In theory, there is no limit to the number of moderating variables one could explore. Given significant heterogeneity of effects, one could group studies by type of institution, level of course, type of module intervention, gender of instructor, and so on. As such, it is tempting to go on a "fishing expedition" with moderator variable analyses that capitalize on chance differences (an issue similar to uncorrected post hoc comparisons in traditional inferential analysis). In the present study, we limited ourselves to the course-type moderator because our grant had specifically proposed this kind of diversity of courses and because it could provide a meaningful illustration of how moderator analysis can inform assessment efforts.
Additional concerns of meta-analysis include access to the relevant studies and specification of inclusion criteria. In our present, prospective design, we were fortunate to have access to all the relevant interventions. Determining in advance what studies to include avoids the obvious problem associated with adding studies only to the point that a significant average effect is achieved (Ueno et al. 2016) . When analyses are instead based on retrieval of prior work, considerable care is required to identify qualifying (and often unpublished) reports of interventions in order to address what is commonly referred to as the file drawer problem (Cumming 2014) . Specifying the criteria for inclusion is also critical for generating analyses that combine effects of meaningfully related phenomena as well as for avoiding accusations of post hoc "cherry picking" of studies that favor a desired outcome. Fortunately, a broad procedural literature and established guidelines (e.g., Kepes et al. 2013 ) already exist to guide QR researchers interested in exploiting the strengths of meta-analytic approaches.
Benefits of Meta-Analytic Integration
Despite the modest size of our effects and limitations of the analysis that we have noted, our meta-analytic findings provided additional valuable feedback regarding our institutional intervention. Perhaps most importantly, an inspection of the individual significance tests and confidence intervals on effect sizes (Figs. 1 & 2) shows that at the individual course/study level, nearly all of the individual effects (34 of 40) failed to achieve statistical significance. Given the institutional environment in which we implemented our module program, all the studies had sample sizes that left "by-course" analyses severely underpowered. As a result, it would have been easy to miss the impact of the overall intervention had we simply focused on individual courses and conventional significance tests.
Faculty participants in our intervention were recruited based on their interest in institutional QR goals and the diversity of their courses' topical areas and levels, but no interested parties were discouraged or excluded based on size of enrollment. To illustrate the importance of power concerns, the probability of obtaining a statistically significant effect with a two-tailed 0.05-level paired t test when the true population effect is a small one (dZ = 0.2) is only 0.065 with n = 5 (our smallest sample) and 0.21 with n = 35 (our largest sample). Thus, even before beginning, each individual course would have been quite likely to miss the effect (non-significant results) if evaluated alone when the true population effect was on the smaller side as suggested in our meta-analysis. With small sample sizes, it is in fact possible to find sample effect sizes of the opposite sign. Only by integrating across interventions were reliable underlying effects revealed.
Of course, such concerns with sampling variability and low power hold equally true for evaluating other types of QR interventions, as do the benefits of meta-analytic integration. Of particular concern, the limitations of single-study null hypothesis tests are likely to be poorly understood by participating faculty who lack an inferential statistics background. Not only might they be discouraged when their single course implementations appear to "fail," but institutions may decline to support broader programmatic changes if assessments yield highly variable and frequently non-significant individual effects. Even if individual instructors might feel somewhat discouraged by a statistical analysis of their own course's data, meta-analytic findings can show a different picture for an intervention at the institutional level.
The analysis of the course-group moderator variable also offers potentially useful insights for institutional intervention. For example, our grant proposal was particularly concerned with showing effects in courses that are often more heavily enrolled by our less quantitatively oriented students. Students in arts & humanities disciplines likely receive much less QR exposure than those in STEM and quantitative behavioral science disciplines, and they may self-select into courses and programs based in part on their QR beliefs. Of course, classes in our arts & humanities group certainly served students beyond just majors, and embedded QR modules in these areas hold potential for enhancing the perceived relevance of quantitative thinking for all who enroll.
It was also noteworthy that we did not see the anticipated changes over time in our natural sciences & mathematics group, although there was no evidence of significant negative effects on our outcome measures. These courses often place much greater demands on QR skills. For example, in a mathematics course or a majors' biology course, students are often evaluated on tasks that aggressively push their current QR skill sets. As a result, QR activities could have been more highly associated with anxiety and/or potential failure in such courses, in contrast to the perhaps more novel and less technically demanding experiences in our arts & humanities offerings. The module interventions might nevertheless have generated other benefits for the natural sciences & mathematics groupespecially in QR skill areas-and thus it would be inappropriate to assert that modules were of no benefit. Regardless, such a meta-analysis of potential moderators can generate important local discussion about courses and parts of the curriculum to target given finite resources and support.
One such example of a potential moderator would be to explore breakdowns based on gender and representation in historically underrepresented groupsespecially within STEM areas. Given the small sample sizes for most of our module courses, we had not anticipated that within-course breakdowns would be statistically reliable, but such information could certainly be of interest. In metaanalyses based on retrieval of past studies, such breakdowns might not be available in those sources for input as separate effect sizes in a meta-analysis. However, incorporating systematic collection of demographic information into the design of planned, prospective meta-analyses is certainly appropriate andgiven sufficiently large samples for subgroups within each study-holds promise for uncovering important relationships.
One somewhat unique aspect of our analysis is that we were able to make use of locally developed and validated measures and employed the same ones in all of the constituent studies. It is important to note, however, that such customization and consistency are not essential for meta-analysis so long as the measures across studies validly assess the same or similar constructs. The data points of analysis are the studies' standardized effect sizes, and these are measure-independent in terms of scaling. Differences in measures or types of measures can simply be incorporated as potential moderator variables if need be. Nevertheless, for the kind of institutional meta-analysis we have promoted in our example, consistent measurement tools are often an option, and evaluating reliability and construct validity as we did with the BMSD and PNIU strengthens any conclusions.
Concluding Remarks
The meta-analysis described here synthesized research within a single institution, but the technique is equally applicable to studies conducted across multiple institutions. For example, collaborative partnerships with replications at different schools can be planned in advance with a meta-analytic synthesis in mind. Whether the constituent studies reflect single or multiple institutions, identical or diverse measures of a common construct, or structural differences that can be explored as potential moderator variables, meta-analysis as a general technique helps to shift assessment focus away from mere statistical significance to the magnitude of effects and their consistency across implementations.
Given meta-analysis' emphasis on effect size, it is worth considering how large an effect needs to be in order to be meaningful. A computed average effect size, by definition, will not be as impressive as the largest effect sizes often reported in individual studies. Single, successful studies are more likely to be accepted for publication, even though many such studies reflect Type 1 errors or give unrealistically large estimates of the true effect size (Cumming 2014) . Underpowered/small-N studies can require sample effects that are well above the true population effect size in order to achieve conventional levels of statistical significance, biasing the magnitude of effects reported in published sources. This bias can lead to unrealistic expectations among adopters of empirically supported QR interventions.
As applied to the current assessment, our own findings yielded reliable evidence for effects that were favorable but modest by conventional rules of thumb. The true meaning of any effect size, however, depends on a variety of factors, with even small effects often proving to be important when considered over time or across large populations. Although one might hope to generate dramatic changes with well-designed interventions, such hopes are often unrealistic. For example, stable QR beliefs like the ones we assessed form through a lifetime of experiences both in and out of the educational system.
It is also the case that we limited our analysis to the immediate effects of the intervention. Our data do not address whether the changes we observed are lasting, or whether they might be cumulative across multiple module experiences if such interventions were implemented more broadly in the curriculum. Students experiencing not single modules, but multiple modules over time could experience a cumulative effect not evident in our short-term and individual course intervention assessment.
Thus, our analysis gives only a snapshot regarding the potential of QR module interventions like ours in the broader curriculum. We suspect that our initiative was not unique in this regard and that many evidence-based QR interventions are launched with the hope that broader and longer exposures might yield a stronger and more enduring impact. A particular area of potential interest in assessing outcomes involves exploring effectiveness with students who have historically been underrepresented in STEM and quantitative behavioral science areas. Given sufficient sample sizes and appropriate demographic information, a meta-analytic approach to assessment might effectively highlight promise that could otherwise escape the attention of individual instructors and policy makers.
Many if not most QR researchers are already familiar with the fundamentals of meta-analysis, as such reports are frequently referenced in the theory development and literature review sections of intervention papers. Nevertheless, in preparing this manuscript, we uncovered no examples in this journal for which meta-analysis was an integral part of the actual QR assessment effort. Through the illustration with our own module program, we hope that others might consider its potential benefits for coordinating research efforts both within and between institutions and for strengthening the evidence base supporting effective and generalizable QR interventions.
